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 testing laboratory
 fixed scope since 2003 

(GMO)
 flexible scope since

2012 (GMO & ‚plant
health‘)

annexes



Scope of accreditation

Testing fields:
 biology, biochemistry (GMO detection)
 microbiology (molecular methods)

Test items:
 foodstuffs
 agricultural products
 biological samples





 to be added: more detailed definition
of matrices

 can extend range of testing, 
materials tested

 even before an external audit results
can be reported as ‚accredited‘

 validation



Dealing with validation
 internal procedures for planning of validation, 

validation and reporting
 in-line with EPPO recommendations
 implementation of a validated method
 critical points analysis
in-house developed methods
 comparison with current methods
 analysis of samples
 spiked positive controls

 not modular
 validation of [DNA extraction + qPCR]
 GMO: DNA extraction = good → any qPCR



Implementing quality assurance
 different approaches: GMO/phytoplasma/bacteriology

 use of internal amplification controls (mostly yes)
 positive isolation controls (used in bacteriology)
 decisions based on analysis of critical points and generated

data
 useful VS necessary

 internal procedure: managing rarely used methods
 less than once per year
 precautionary measures

 literature review
 read the relevant documents
 check chemicals and reagents
 check instruments
 use positive and negative controls



Demonstrating expertise
 performance
 testing
 on-time analysis
 positive findings / 

interceptions / 
detection of
outbreaks
 blind samples
 results of controls

 proficiency tests

 validation data
 international

collaboration
 peer-reviewed

publications



Conclusions
 broad flexible scope based on a methodology (real-time 

PCR) and a range of matrices
 answering ‚is this present?‘
 additions supported by additional validation data
 on-going discussions about ‚the Scope‘

 should testing of everything within the scope be possible witout
additional validation data?

 not fully exploited yet
 e.g. reproducibility and repeatability so far determined for all

accredited qPCRs
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